
AN ESSAY ON THE EFFECTS OF MARIJUANA

Free Essay: People might think smoking marijuana is cool. They might try it without knowing what it is or what affects is
has on you. Once someone smokes it. .

Decreased reactions are often followed by slow speech and thinking. Although this perspective has not been
too popular currently, let us take a closer look at what harm marijuana can do anyways. Nevertheless, he also
claimed that this plant cannot cure cancer totally, these are just experiments in laboratories, but cancer patients
should be more positive because of these quite satisfactory results. Positive perspective 3. This is the same
region of the brain that is responsible for critical thinking and creativity. Loss of sense of personal identity
increase heart attacks short term memory problems. Reception of people towards marijuana 2. The marijuana
experience itself does not miraculously cure. Remember: This is just a sample from a fellow student. Laws of
bills II. Interpretation of collected data iii. As you become more accustomed to cannabis, this disorientation
subsides. Not perceiving its serious downsides, we are inclined to accept and even normalize use in
consonance with the views of broader society and set a bar far too low. Three viewpoints take on the challenge
of debating this issue. Marijuana is a substance that popular media holds in a negative undertone while other
drugs such as valium and alcohol are supported, if not glorified. They also had attention and memory
problems Health. The tumor will go through the bloodstream and locate in any part of the body that make
cancers be very difficult to cure. There are about kinds of cannabinoids that have been found in marijuana,
they are the chemicals that make marijuana have both medical and recreational properties. You can still have
these effects 24 hours after smoking marijuana. Both animal and human have troubles when they are exposed
to marijuana in any age. In other words, an early exposure to marijuana can make you less intelligent, in a
long-term perspective. Currently, drugs remain high on the lists of concerns of Americans and are considered
one of the major problems facing our country today. This is not to say that students should smoke pot before
every test or period for that matter. Beyond all this, regular cannabis use impairs cognitive function. CB1
receptors also interact with sensory perception such as hearing, color vision, and touch. Traumatic brain injury
TBI is a complex injury with an area of broad spectrumsâ€¦. Often times, a person under the influence of
Related Documents Essay The Effects Of Brain Injury On Brain Injuries Brain injury can significantly affect
several cognitions, physical aspects, and psychological skills including balance, coordination, communication,
memory, perception, and psychological status. Studies have shown that both cannabis compounds can ease
anxiety and promote a positive sense of well-being. According to the author, the ideal use marijuana to cure
Glaucoma has appeared since s. The effects that marijuana has on the brain has been a widely controversial
topic for the past century. Lower the IOP level is considered as the only way to control Glaucoma. Current
drug legislation has failed to reduce demand. According to the congressional Office of Technology
Assessment, research over the last 10 years has proved that marijuana has no effect on dopamine-related brain
systems. Medical and mental-health service leaders must actively engage this issue to ensure that campus
leadership, students, faculty members and student affairs professionals have a common understanding about
the insidious downsides of regular use. In addition, Wilcox has shown more that both of two cannabinoids in
marijuana have anti proliferative effects. There are two primary cannabinoids in cannabis worth mentioning.
The active ingredient of marijuana, THC, is known to impair memory and to bind to areas of the brain linked
to memory. Marijuana can help prevent the cancer. Those who started smoking pot as adults had no such
problems, but it may be the lack of detailed research National Institute on Drug Abuse. It is can deny that
marijuana really help to treat Glaucoma, but if smoking it too regularly, it can lead to some bad effects for the
health of the user. Most marijuana smokers consume a lot less cannabis than cigarette smokers consume
tobacco, however the harmful effects of smoking marijuana should not be ignored. Although it is said that
marijuana has very many affects such as sleepiness, increased hunger, altered sense of time, reduced ability to
perform tasks requiring concentration and coordination, such as driving, or studying for an exam, bloodshot
eyes and risk of paranoia, hallucinations, intense anxiety, panic attacks, short-term memory loss is the
symptom most commonly associated with the use of marijuana. Cannabis oil is a new recent cultivating
development and has many uses that shed positivity.


